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        AP 4105 
 
 

Kern Community College District 
Administrative Procedure 

Chapter 4 – Academic Affairs 
 
 
AP 4105 DISTANCE EDUCATION 
 
References: 
 Title 5 Sections 55200 et seq.; 

34 Code of Federal Regulations Part 602.17 (U.S. Department of Education 
regulations on the Integrity of Federal Student Financial Aid Programs under Title 
IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended); 

 WASC/ACCJC Accreditation Standard II.A.1 
 
 
NOTE:  The following procedural language is legally required if the District has 
implemented distance education courses.  Local practice may be inserted, but must 
include the following minimum requirements contained in Title 5.  The Policy & 
Procedure Service carefully monitors legal language requirements pertaining to 
distance education and has updated/revised its distance education template seven 
times (in 7/02, 8/03, 8/06, 8/07, 2/08, 7/11, 4/15). 
 
Definition 
Distance education means instruction in which the instructor and student are separated 
by distance and interact through the assistance of communication technology. 
 
Course Approval 
Each proposed or existing course offered by distance education shall be reviewed and 
approved separately.  Separate approval is mandatory if any portion of the instruction in 
a course or a course section is designed to be provided through distance education. 
 
The review and approval of new and existing distance education courses shall follow 
the curriculum approval procedures outlined in AP 4020 titled Program and Curriculum 
Development.  Distance education courses shall be approved under the same 
conditions and criteria as all other courses. 
 
Certification 
When approving distance education courses, the [designate authority] will certify the 
following: 
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Course Quality Standards:  The same standards of course quality are applied 
to the distance education courses as are applied to traditional classroom 
courses.  

 
Course Quality Determinations:  Determinations and judgments about the 
quality of the distance education course were made with the full involvement of 
the [designate authority, e.g. faculty, curriculum committee] approval 
procedures. 

 
Instructor Contact 
Each section of the course that is delivered through distance education will include 
regular effective contact between instructor and students. 
 
Duration of Approval 
All distance education courses approved under this procedure will continue to be in 
effect unless there are substantive changes of the course outline. 
 
NOTE:  This procedural language is legally required in an effort to show good faith 
compliance with the applicable federal regulations if the District offers distance 
education or correspondence education. 
 
Consistent with federal regulations pertaining to federal financial aid eligibility, the 
District must authenticate or verify that the student who registers in a distance education 
or correspondence education courses is the same student who participates in and 
completes the course or program and receives the academic credit.  The District will 
provide to each student at the time of registration, a statement of the process in place to 
protect student privacy and estimated additional student charges associated with 
verification of student identity, if any. 
 
The [Chief Instructional Officer] shall utilize one or more of these methods to 
authenticate or verify the student’s identity: 
 
NOTE:  Insert local practice here:  the following approaches are specifically referenced 
in the federal regulation as appropriate.  The key is to utilize an accepted procedure for 
verifying a student’s identity. 
 

• secure credentialing/login and password; 
• proctored examinations; or 
• new or other technologies and practices that are effective in verifying student 

identification. 
 
The [Chief Instructional Officer] shall establish procedures for providing a statement 
of the process in place to protect student privacy and estimated additional student 
charges associated with verification of student identity, if any, to each student at the 
time of registration. 
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 From current KCCD Procedure 4B3 titled Distance Education 

 
The faculty member teaching an online or hybrid (face-to-face and online credit 
instruction) course shall engage in regular and effective student contact: 

 
a. Respond to student questions, emails, and other communications within 48 

hours, Saturdays, Sundays, non-instructional days and leave days excepted; 
 

b. Regularly (at least twice a week) initiate contact with students in the online 
classroom; 
 

c. Monitor student-to-student interaction in classroom activities requiring interaction; 
 

d. Select and incorporate some combination of the following student authentication 
strategies to verify student identity or authenticate the originality of work.  
 
1. Use proctors for tests and require id’s. 

 
2. Use an originality tool to prevent plagiarism. 

 
3. Become familiar with students’ individual writing styles by requiring a 

variety of writing tasks, such as discussion forums, paragraph-length 
answers on exams, and formal research papers. 
 

4. Require specific research paper topics for which the instructor knows the 
secondary sources thoroughly. 
 

5. Employ a lock-down browser system, to prevent students from exiting the 
exam and surfing the web for answers. 
 

6. Design test questions to be randomly drawn from banks of questions and 
shuffled so that each student gets a different set of questions. 
 

7. Design tests to be open-book but with a limited amount of time to 
complete. 
 

8. Require forced completion on exams so student cannot re-enter a test. 
 

9. Set a short window for testing completion, i.e., one or two days to take an 
exam rather than a week. 
 

10. Create a unique password for each exam. 
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e. Provide information to students regarding items 1 – 4 above on the class 
syllabus. 
 

f. The faculty member teaching an online or hybrid course shall include all course 
syllabus information as described in the CCA contract within the District’s 
adopted class management system and likewise shall conduct all discussion 
forums, wikis, and other student-to-student class interactivity entirely within the 
class management system. 

 
Approved by VP’s 8/8/12 
Approved by Chancellors Cabinet 8/14/12 
Consultation Council 11/27/12 
Admin Council 6/3/13 
Chancellor’s Cabinet 6/25/13 
Consultation Council 11/26/13 
Consultation Council 12/9/13 
Chancellor’s Cabinet 01/21/14 
Consultation Council 01/28/14  
Reviewed by VP’s 12/17/14 
Admin 1/7/15 
Ch.C 1/13/15 
CC 1/27/15 
CC 2/24/15 
 
 
NOTE:  The red ink signifies language that is legally required and recommended by the Policy & 
Procedure Service and its legal counsel (Liebert Cassidy Whitmore).  The language in blue ink is 
included for consideration.  The language in black ink is from the current KCCD Procedure 4B3 titled 
Distance Education with an original approval date of August 8, 2012 by the VP’s and latest revision date 
of February 24, 2015 by CC. 
 
Approved:   
 

 

(Replaces Procedure 4B3)  
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Legal Citations for AP 4105 
 

Title 5 Sections 55200 et seq. 
 
5 CCR § 55200 
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, § 55200 

Title 5. Education  
Division 6. California Community Colleges  
Chapter 6. Curriculum and Instruction  
Subchapter 3. Alternative Instructional Methodologies  

Article 1. Distance Education 
 

§ 55200. Definition and Application. 

 
Distance education means instruction in which the instructor and student are 
separated by distance and interact through the assistance of communication 
technology. All distance education is subject to the general requirements of this 
chapter as well as the specific requirements of this article. In addition, instruction 
provided as distance education is subject to the requirements that may be imposed 
by the Americans with Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. § 12100 et seq.) and section 508 
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (29 U.S.C. § 794d). 
 

Note: Authority cited: Section 66700 and 70901, Education Code: References: 
Sections 70901 and 70902, Education Code; title 29 United States Code section 
794d, and title 42 United States Code section 12100 et seq.  
 
 
5 CCR § 55202 
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, § 55202 

Title 5. Education  
Division 6. California Community Colleges  
Chapter 6. Curriculum and Instruction  
Subchapter 3. Alternative Instructional Methodologies  

Article 1. Distance Education 
 

§ 55202. Course Quality Standards. 

 
The same standards of course quality shall be applied to any portion of a course 
conducted through distance education as are applied to traditional classroom 
courses, in regard to the course quality judgment made pursuant to the 
requirements of section 55002, and in regard to any local course quality 
determination or review process. Determinations and judgments about the quality 
of distance education under the course quality standards shall be made with the full 
involvement of faculty in accordance with the provisions of subchapter 2 
(commencing with section 53200) of chapter 2. 

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ICD710000D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+%26+BEG-DATE(%3c%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%26+END-DATE(%3e%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+%2f2+TABLE)+(MISC+%2f2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5%2bCA%2bADC%2b%25c2%25a7%2b55200&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ICE42A7E0D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+%26+BEG-DATE(%3c%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%26+END-DATE(%3e%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+%2f2+TABLE)+(MISC+%2f2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5%2bCA%2bADC%2b%25c2%25a7%2b55202&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ICD710000D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+&+BEG-DATE(%3C=11/05/2012)+&+END-DATE(%3E=11/05/2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+/2+TABLE)+(MISC+/2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=/find/default.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5+CA+ADC+%c2%a7+55200&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ICE42A7E0D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+&+BEG-DATE(%3C=11/05/2012)+&+END-DATE(%3E=11/05/2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+/2+TABLE)+(MISC+/2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=/find/default.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5+CA+ADC+%c2%a7+55202&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
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Note: Authority cited: Sections 66700 and 70901, Education Code. Reference: 

Section 70901, Education Code.  
 
 
5 CCR § 55204 
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, § 55204 

Title 5. Education  
Division 6. California Community Colleges  
Chapter 6. Curriculum and Instruction  
Subchapter 3. Alternative Instructional Methodologies  

Article 1. Distance Education 
 

§ 55204. Instructor Contact. 

 
In addition to the requirements of section 55002 and any locally established 
requirements applicable to all courses, district governing boards shall ensure that: 
 
(a) Any portion of a course conducted through distance education includes regular 
effective contact between instructor and students, through group or individual 
meetings, orientation and review sessions, supplemental seminar or study sessions, 
field trips, library workshops, telephone contact, correspondence, voice mail, e-
mail, or other activities. Regular effective contact is an academic and professional 
matter pursuant to sections 53200 et seq. 
 
(b) Any portion of a course provided through distance education is conducted 
consistent with guidelines issued by the Chancellor pursuant to section 409 of the 
Procedures and Standing Orders of the Board of Governors. 
 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 66700 and 70901, Education Code. Reference: 
Sections 70901 and 70902, Education Code.  
 
 
5 CCR § 55206 
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, § 55206 

Title 5. Education  
Division 6. California Community Colleges  
Chapter 6. Curriculum and Instruction  
Subchapter 3. Alternative Instructional Methodologies  

Article 1. Distance Education 
 

§ 55206. Separate Course Approval. 

 
If any portion of the instruction in a proposed or existing course or course section is 
designed to be provided through distance education in lieu of face-to-face 

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ICE9FE310D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+%26+BEG-DATE(%3c%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%26+END-DATE(%3e%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+%2f2+TABLE)+(MISC+%2f2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5%2bCA%2bADC%2b%25c2%25a7%2b55204&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ID00A2170D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+%26+BEG-DATE(%3c%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%26+END-DATE(%3e%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+%2f2+TABLE)+(MISC+%2f2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5%2bCA%2bADC%2b%25c2%25a7%2b55206&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ICE9FE310D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+&+BEG-DATE(%3C=11/05/2012)+&+END-DATE(%3E=11/05/2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+/2+TABLE)+(MISC+/2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=/find/default.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5+CA+ADC+%c2%a7+55204&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ID00A2170D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+&+BEG-DATE(%3C=11/05/2012)+&+END-DATE(%3E=11/05/2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+/2+TABLE)+(MISC+/2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=/find/default.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5+CA+ADC+%c2%a7+55206&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
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interaction between instructor and student, the course shall be separately reviewed 
and approved according to the district's adopted course approval procedures. 
 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 66700 and 70901, Education Code. Reference: 
Sections 70901 and 70902, Education Code.  
 
 
5 CCR § 55208 
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, § 55208 

Title 5. Education  
Division 6. California Community Colleges  
Chapter 6. Curriculum and Instruction  
Subchapter 3. Alternative Instructional Methodologies  

Article 1. Distance Education 
 

§ 55208. Faculty Selection and Workload. 

 
(a) Instructors of course sections delivered via distance education technology shall 
be selected by the same procedures used to determine all instructional 
assignments. Instructors shall possess the minimum qualifications for the discipline 
into which the course's subject matter most appropriately falls, in accordance with 
article 2 (commencing with section 53410) of subchapter 4 of chapter 4, and with 
the list of discipline definitions and requirements adopted by the Board of 
Governors to implement that article, as such list may be amended from time to 
time. 
 
(b) The number of students assigned to any one course section offered by distance 
education shall be determined by and be consistent with other district procedures 
related to faculty assignment. Procedures for determining the number of students 
assigned to a course section offered in whole or in part by distance education may 
include a review by the curriculum committee established pursuant to section 
55002(a)(1). 
 
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to impinge upon or detract from any 
negotiations or negotiated agreements between exclusive representatives and 
district governing boards. 
 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 66700 and 70901, Education Code. Reference: 
Sections 70901 and 70902, Education Code.  
 
 
5 CCR § 55210 
Cal. Admin. Code tit. 5, § 55210 

Title 5. Education  
Division 6. California Community Colleges  

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ID16AE9F0D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+%26+BEG-DATE(%3c%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%26+END-DATE(%3e%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+%2f2+TABLE)+(MISC+%2f2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5%2bCA%2bADC%2b%25c2%25a7%2b55208&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ID16AE9F0D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+&+BEG-DATE(%3C=11/05/2012)+&+END-DATE(%3E=11/05/2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+/2+TABLE)+(MISC+/2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=/find/default.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5+CA+ADC+%c2%a7+55208&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
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Chapter 6. Curriculum and Instruction  
Subchapter 3. Alternative Instructional Methodologies  

Article 1. Distance Education 
 

§ 55210. Ongoing Responsibility of Districts. 

 
If a district offers one or more courses or course sections in which instruction is 
provided through distance education for at least 51 percent of the hours of 
instruction in the course or course section, the district shall: 
 
(a) maintain records and report data through the Chancellor's Office Management 
Information System on the number of students and faculty participating in new 
courses or sections of established courses offered through distance education ; 
 
(b) provide to the local governing board, no later than August 31st of each year, a 
report on all distance education activity; 
 
(c) provide other information consistent with reporting guidelines developed by the 
Chancellor pursuant to section 409 of the Procedures and Standing Orders of the 
Board of Governors. 
 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 66700 and 70901, Education Code. Reference: 
Sections 70901 and 70902, Education Code.  
 
 

FROM WASC Distance Learning Manual 

Introduction 

Distance learning is thought by some to be significantly changing American higher 
education. Today’s distance education courses depend on the multitude of 
constantly changing communication technologies that can transmit instruction and 
relay materials between learner and teacher. 
These technologies have taken shape at a mind-boggling pace, erasing traditional 
barriers of time, space, and place and represent the capacity to fundamentally 
change the paradigm for transmitting knowledge and skills from master to learner. 
For reasons of access, economy, effectiveness, and convenience, distance learning 
has swept higher education and, in the view of some, changed the role of the 
academy from a cloistered retreat to a marketplace that some institutions would 
prefer not to enter. Whether one is a zealot for or against distance learning, one 
cannot escape its impact. 
Nearly half of the college students in this country are of the age group once thought 
of as nontraditional. They are adults, most of whom work fulltime, and they are 
primarily coming to college for many reasons, including economic advancement, 
accomplishment of educational degree goals, and personal enrichment. Many of 
these students are attracted by the convenience and flexibility of distance education 

http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ID2A31BD0D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+%26+BEG-DATE(%3c%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%26+END-DATE(%3e%3d11%2f05%2f2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+%2f2+TABLE)+(MISC+%2f2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5%2bCA%2bADC%2b%25c2%25a7%2b55210&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
http://weblinks.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?db=CA-ADC-WEB&ordoc=ID2A31BD0D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E&jh=Article+1.+Distance+Education&docname=PRT(ICD714E20D48411DEBC02831C6D6C108E)+&+BEG-DATE(%3C=11/05/2012)+&+END-DATE(%3E=11/05/2012)+%25+CI(REFS+(DISP+/2+TABLE)+(MISC+/2+TABLE))&jl=1&sr=SB&rp=/find/default.wl&findtype=l&spa=CCR-1000&vr=2.0&fn=_top&jo=5+CA+ADC+%c2%a7+55210&pbc=DA010192&rs=WEBL12.10
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programs-a perfect fit for their busy lives. They are not alone, however; the 
evidence indicates that many students of a more "traditional" age find distance 
learning attractive and that the population of Americans seeking postsecondary 
education is growing faster than the nation’s ability to meet the demand.  
 
Since the accrediting process serves to validate an institution’s commitment to 
quality assurance and continuous improvement, the purpose of this publication is to 
provide some assistance to member institutions as they plan and evaluate distance 
learning programs and since these programs will undergo the same scrutiny 
employed in the evaluation of conventional campus- based programs, to provide 
team members with information that aids evaluation. In addition to the policies 
covered in this manual, users should refer to the Commission’s standards as they 
evaluate distance learning.  

Some Current Accreditation Concerns Motivation  

The institution should examine closely its motivation for doing distance education 
since the driving forces behind this effort are many- the potential for increasing 
enrollment, public pressure, reducing cost, grant monies, opportunities for faculty 
to be creative, notions that everybody-is-doing-it, and many more. Lack of an 
identified need for distance learning, whether real or perceived, can influence 
achievement of institutional understanding of the motives for doing distance 
education. Understanding institutional motives can drive institutional commitment 
to the program, an essential matter if students are to be ensured the opportunity to 
complete educational goals in such a program.  

Mission, Educational Programs, and the Curriculum  

Distance learning should remain consistent with and central to the stated mission of 
the institution. The educational policies of the institution regarding distance learning 
programs should be clearly stated, and the distance learning curriculum should 
demonstrate appropriate rigor and breadth if degrees or certificates are awarded. If 
course materials are developed outside the institution, the academic quality of 
those materials should be assessed via the institution’s review policies. Academic 
standards for all courses and programs should be the same as for all other 
educational experiences delivered by the institution. Students should be able to 
move easily from the distance education curriculum to other curricula of the 
college.  

Faculty  

Some faculty members will be more interested in distance education than others, 
and most faculty who engage it will require ongoing training. Because technological 
currency is important, the level of support for staff development is one indicator of 
institutional commitment to distance learning. Policies regarding faculty loads, class 
size, time allowed for course development, and compensation need to be 
appropriate for the context of distance learning. Faculty access to appropriate 
technology and software as well as to support personnel is critical to a successful 
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program. On-going evaluation of faculty involved in distance learning should include 
appropriate recognition of all scholarly activities.  

Students  

The overriding concern for students is that the delivery of instruction be in modes 
appropriate for the specific content of a course. Students should expect that 
distance learning programs will permit completion of learning outcomes and 
objectives in the same manner as those delivered in traditional programs. The 
academic and technical skills (as well as the commitment) required to successfully 
complete such a program should be made clear to students, and since a distance 
learning environment requires certain skills and competencies to succeed, the 
institution should have the means to assess whether students have them. Proper 
training should be available for students in working independently and in utilizing 
the necessary technology. Access to student services such as admissions, 
orientation, financial aid, registration, advisement, tutoring, and other appropriate 
student services and technical support should be made available. Student access to 
faculty should also be a major program ingredient, and issues about the evaluation 
of student work should be addressed.  
 
Access for learning or physically challenged students may pose some special 
concerns since these students frequently avail themselves of distance learning. 
These students often will indicate that they would not be likely to be taking courses 
at all were it not for the availability of such an education.  
 
The college may need to consider special services or additional equipment for these 
students.  

Library and Learning Resources  

Availability and use of appropriate, equivalent, (and sometimes personalized) 
learning resources are essentials of a supportive and successful distance learning 
program. Although many of today’s institutional libraries are technologically capable 
of supporting learners at a distance, orientation and training are important 
components of effective student use of all resources for learning. Special funding 
may be necessary.  

Institutional Effectiveness and Student Outcomes  

Although the Commission does not endorse a specific assessment model, providing 
evidence of institutional effectiveness will require that the institution develop 
distance learning outcome and assessment strategies. Such strategies should take 
into account how distance learning programs compare with more traditional 
programs in such areas as transferability, observable and measurable learning 
outcomes, eligibility for financial aid, student satisfaction, and other program goals. 
Review and approval processes should be in place and used to ensure 
appropriateness of goals and objectives, as well as the effectiveness of distance 
learning.  
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Organization, Planning, Human Resources  

The college community must understand the connection between the distance 
learning program and the institution’s mission and share the reasons for the 
program’s development. The college should demonstrate commitment to financial 
and technical support that allows a program to continue for a period of time 
sufficient for students to complete educational objectives.  
 
Those involved with the administration of such programs should provide an 
appropriate infrastructure and possess skills appropriate to such an Some Current 
Accreditation Concerns 5 endeavor-especially technological proficiency and the 
ability to communicate with all constituencies. Planning for the fiscal, technical, and 
human resources needed to deliver such a program must be thorough and 
continuous and provide for evaluation on an on-going basis. Evaluation should focus 
on the relevance, effectiveness, and efficiency of the institution’s distance learning 
program, as well as on assessment of student learning, retention, and satisfaction.  
 
The institution should also demonstrate preparedness to deal with such problems as 
computer viruses, hackers, computer crime, etc.  

Facilities and Equipment  

In integrating a distance learning program into the institution’s mission, planning 
for technology-enhanced facilities and equipment appropriate to meeting program 
or course objectives must be part of long range planning and budgeting activities. 
The technology should support the program’s design, and planning for obsolescence 
should be evident. Expenditure patterns should demonstrate commitment to 
providing the resources necessary to ensure success and effectiveness, as well as 
continuity and integrity of the program.  

Catalogs and Publications  

As an official document of the institution, the catalog should clearly describe the 
distance learning program. Complete, timely, and accurate description of 
instructional delivery could also be presented in the catalog or in supplemental 
publications. If prerequisites for participation or other program requirements exist, 
these should be clearly stated, as should expected learning outcomes and the 
nature of the faculty/student interaction. Transferability of credit should be 
addressed in a forthright manner, as should matters regarding fees.  

Intellectual Property Rights  

The preparation of distance learning instructional materials differs from the 
preparation of materials for the traditional classroom setting, raising questions 
about ownership, copyright, and fair use. Faculty and administrative personnel will 
need to develop policies that do not undermine faculty rights or the 
learning/teaching process and that address issues of copyright, ownership, and 
faculty compensation. 
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ACCJC Policies  

There are two policies of the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior 
Colleges that are specific to distance education and which should be considered 
when developing distance learning programs as well as in evaluating their 
effectiveness, the Substantive Change Policy and the Policy on Distance Learning, 
Including Electronically-Mediated Learning.  
 
The development of distance education programs may represent a substantive 
change—a change which alters the objectives or the scope of the institution, 
modifies the nature of the constituencies it seeks to serve, or changes the 
geographic area served. Such changes are subject to Commission review and 
require that the institution notify the Commission in advance of program initiation 
by filing a Substantive Change Proposal. The policy, cited below, describes the 
intent, processes, and procedures substantive change. It can also be found in the 
Accreditation Reference Handbook or the Commission’s web site: www.accjc.org. 
Policy on Distance Learning, Including Electronically-Mediated Learning (Adopted 
June 2001; Edited August 2004)  

Background  

Recognizing that most institutions must make use of the growing range of systems 
for delivery of instruction, including various electronic means, the Accrediting 
Commission for Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC) has adopted a policy 
based on principles of good practice to help assure that distance learning is 
characterized by the same concerns for quality, integrity, and effectiveness that 
apply to more traditional modes of instruction.  
 
As methods used to facilitate/conduct distance learning evolve, the ACCJC policies 
that address distance learning also change. This policy statement has drawn from 
several previous policies and is intended to replace those policies with a single, 
unified, and up-to-date statement. Further development of this policy may well be 
appropriate in the not-so-distant future.  

Definition of Distance Learning  

Distance learning is defined, for the purposes of accreditation review, as a formal 
interaction designed for learning in which any portion of the interaction occurs when 
the student is separated by location from the instructor, resources used to support 
learning, or other students. Distance learning may employ correspondence study, 
audio, video, or computer technologies. Educational interactions delivered through 
these means may occur on campus as well as off campus. These interactions may 
be synchronous or asynchronous.  

Policy Statement  

ACCJC policy specifies that all learning opportunities provided by our accredited 
institutions have the same quality, accountability, and focus on student outcomes, 
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whether they are delivered electronically or by more traditional means. The intent 
of the policy is to provide a framework that allows institutions the flexibility to 
adapt their delivery modes to the emerging needs of students and society while 
maintaining quality. Any institution offering courses and programs electronically is 
expected to meet the requirements of accreditation in each of its courses and 
programs and at each of its sites.  

Principles  

• Development, implementation, and evaluation of all courses and programs, 
including those offered electronically, must take place within the institution’s total 
educational mission.  
• Institutions are expected to control development, implementation, and evaluation 
of all courses and programs offered in their names, including those offered 
electronically.  
• Institutions are expected to have clearly defined and appropriate student learning 
outcomes in all courses and programs, including those delivered through electronic 
means.  
• Institutions are expected to provide the resources and structure needed to 
accomplish these outcomes.  
• Institutions are expected to demonstrate that their students achieve these 
outcomes through application of rigorous assessment.  
• Institutions are expected to provide the ACCJC reasons to believe that these 
outcomes will continue to be accomplished.  
• Institutions are expected to give the ACCJC advance notice, through the 
Substantive Change process, of intent to: initiate a new delivery mode, such as 
electronically-delivered courses; or offer 50% of a program through a mode of 
distance or electronic delivery.  

Guidelines for Implementation Curriculum and Instruction 

Each electronically-delivered course or program of study results in learning 
outcomes appropriate to the rigor and breadth of the course credit, degree, or 
certificate awarded. A degree or certificate program delivered partially or entirely 
through electronic means is coherent and complete and results in learning 
outcomes comparable to those delivered through other means. Student experiences 
result in achievement of intended learning outcomes whether electronically-
delivered courses provide for synchronous or asynchronous interaction between 
faculty and students and among students. Portions of courses delivered through 
electronic means adhere to the same principles as courses delivered entirely 
through these means.  

Institutional Context and Commitment Role and Mission 

Delivery of courses and programs through electronic means is consistent with the 
institution’s role and mission. Review and approval processes ensure the 
appropriateness of electronic delivery to meeting the course and program 
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objectives. Specific needs of students for whom electronically delivered courses are 
intended are identified and addressed. 

 

Learning Resources  

Appropriate learning resources are available to students who take electronically 
delivered courses.  

Students and Student Services 

Students receive clear, complete, and timely information on the curriculum, course 
and degree requirements, nature of faculty/student interaction, assumptions about 
technological competence and skills, technical equipment requirements, availability 
of academic support services and financial aid resources, and costs and payment 
policies. Enrolled students have reasonable and adequate access to the range of 
student services appropriate to support their learning and assess their progress. 
Students have the background, knowledge, and technical skills needed to 
successfully use the technology involved in their course work. Advertising, 
recruiting, and admissions materials clearly and accurately represent the courses 
and programs, and the services available.  

Commitment to Support 

The institution demonstrates a commitment to ongoing program support, both 
financial and technical, and to continuation of the program for a period sufficient to 
enable students to complete a degree/certificate. The institution ensures that 
qualified faculty provide appropriate oversight of courses delivered electronically. 
The institution gives appropriate consideration to the technical skills and needs of 
faculty assigned to teach through electronic means. The faculty evaluation process 
provides a means to evaluate technical skills when appropriate. The institution 
provides faculty training and support services specifically related to teaching via 
electronic means.  

Evaluation and Assessment 

The institution evaluates the educational effectiveness of electronically delivered 
course work, including assessments of student learning outcomes, student 
retention, and student and faculty satisfaction. Students have access to such 
evaluation data. The institution provides for assessment of student achievement in 
each course and at completion of a program.  

Questions to Aid in the Evaluation of Distance Learning 

An institution offering courses through electronic or other modes of distance 
delivery is expected to meet ACCJC standards and policies. The questions below are 
provided to assist institutions in undertaking discussions as part of self study 
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development. Evaluation teams will similarly use them in assessing quality.  
 
Curriculum and Instruction  
• What means does the institution have to ensure that courses intended for 
electronic or other modes of distance delivery are developed through a process 
similar to traditionally-delivered courses? 
• How does the institution ensure that courses and programs provide for timely and 
effective interaction between students and faculty? 
• How does the institution ensure that courses and programs provide for effective 
interaction among students? 
• How does the institution ensure that faculty has responsibility for and exercise 
oversight of electronically-delivered courses and programs, ensuring both the rigor 
of those courses and programs and the quality of instruction? 
• How does the institution ensure that the technology used is appropriate to the 
nature and objectives of the courses and programs? 
• How does the institution ensure the currency of materials, courses, and 
programs? 
• How clear and effective are the institution’s distance learning policies concerning 
ownership of materials, faculty compensation, copyright issues, and the utilization 
of revenue derived from the creation and production of software, telecourses, or 
other media products? 
• How does the institution ensure that appropriate faculty support services 
specifically related to distance learning are provided? 
• How does the institution provide effective training for faculty who teach using 
electronic means?  
 
Evaluation and Assessment 
• How does the institution assess student capability to succeed in electronically 
delivered courses and programs? 
• How is this information applied to admission and recruiting? 
• How effective is this assessment? 
• How does the institution evaluate the educational effectiveness of its 
electronically-delivered courses and programs (including assessments of student 
learning outcomes, student retention, and student satisfaction) to ensure 
comparability to traditionally-delivered courses and programs? 
• How does the institution ensure the integrity of student work and the credibility of 
the degrees and credit it awards?  
 
Library and Learning Resources 
• How does the institution ensure that students have access to and can effectively 
use appropriate information resources? 
• How does the institution monitor whether students make appropriate use of 
learning resources? 
• How does the institution provide laboratories, facilities, and equipment 
appropriate to the courses or programs?  
 
Student Services 
• How does the institution provide adequate access to the range of student services 
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appropriate to support the programs, including admissions, financial aid, academic 
advising, delivery of course materials, and placement, and counseling? 
• How does the institution provide an adequate means for resolving student 
complaints? 
• What advertising, recruiting, and admissions information does the institution 
provide to students that adequately and accurately represents the programs, 
requirements, and services available? 
• How does the institution ensure that students admitted possess the knowledge 
and equipment necessary to use the technology employed in the course or 
program? 
• How does the institution provide assistance to students who are experiencing 
difficulty using the required technology?  
 
Facilities and Finances 
• How does the institution ensure that equipment and maintenance required for 
electronically-delivered courses and programs are provided effectively? 
• How are facilities, staffing, equipment, and other resources associated with the 
viability and effectiveness of the electronically delivered courses and programs 
reflected in the institution’s long-range planning, budgeting, and policy 
development processes? 
 
34 CFR Part 602.17 
§602.17 Application of standards in reaching an accrediting decision.  
The agency must have effective mechanisms for evaluating an institution's or program's 
compliance with the agency's standards before reaching a decision to accredit or preaccredit 
the institution or program. The agency meets this requirement if the agency demonstrates that 
it--  
(a) Evaluates whether an institution or program--  

(1) Maintains clearly specified educational objectives that are consistent with its mission 
and appropriate in light of the degrees or certificates awarded;  
(2) Is successful in achieving its stated objectives; and  
(3) Maintains degree and certificate requirements that at least conform to commonly 
accepted standards;  

(b) Requires the institution or program to prepare, following guidance provided by the agency, 
an in-depth self-study that includes the assessment of educational quality and the institution's or 
program's continuing efforts to improve educational quality;  
(c) Conducts at least one on-site review of the institution or program during which it obtains 
sufficient information to determine if the institution or program complies with the agency's 
standards;  
(d) Allows the institution or program the opportunity to respond in writing to the report of the on-
site review;  
(e) Conducts its own analysis of the self-study and supporting documentation furnished by the 
institution or program, the report of the on-site review, the institution's or program's response 
to the report, and any other appropriate information from other sources to determine whether 
the institution or program complies with the agency's standards;  
(f) Provides the institution or program with a detailed written report that assesses--  

(1) The institution's or program's compliance with the agency's standards, including 
areas needing improvement; and  
(2) The institution's or program's performance with respect to student achievement; and  
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(g) Requires institutions that offer distance education or correspondence education to have 
processes in place through which the institution establishes that the student who registers in a 
distance education or correspondence education course or program is the same student who 
participates in and completes the course or program and receives the academic credit. The 
agency meets this requirement if it--  

(1) Requires institutions to verify the identity of a student who participates in class or 
coursework by using, at the option of the institution, methods such as--  

(i) A secure login and pass code;  
(ii) Proctored examinations; and  
(iii) New or other technologies and practices that are effective in verifying student 
identity; and  

(2) Makes clear in writing that institutions must use processes that protect student 
privacy and notify students of any projected additional student charges associated with 
the verification of student identity at the time of registration or enrollment.  

(Authority: 20 U.S.C. 1099b) 
 
 
Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Support Services  
The institution offers instructional programs, library and learning support services, and 
student support services aligned with its mission. The institution’s programs are conducted at 
levels of quality and rigor appropriate for higher education. The institution assesses its 
educational quality through methods accepted in higher education, makes the results of its 
assessments available to the public, and uses the results to improve educational quality and 
institutional effectiveness. The institution defines and incorporates into all of its degree 
programs a substantial component of general education designed to ensure breadth of 
knowledge and to promote intellectual inquiry. The provisions of this standard are broadly 
applicable to all instructional programs and student and learning support services offered in 
the name of the institution. 
 
A. Instructional Programs 
 
1. All instructional programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, including 
distance education and correspondence education, are offered in fields of study 
consistent with the institution’s mission, are appropriate to higher education, and 
culminate in student attainment of identified student learning outcomes, and 
achievement of degrees, certificates, employment, or transfer to other higher education 
programs. (Eligibility Requirement 9 and Eligibility Requirement 11) 
 
 
34 CFR §602.17 
 
Application of standards in reaching an accrediting decision. 
 
The agency must have effective mechanisms for evaluating an institution's or program's 
compliance with the agency's standards before reaching a decision to accredit or 
preaccredit the institution or program. The agency meets this requirement if the agency 
demonstrates that it-- (a) Evaluates whether an institution or program-- (1) Maintains 
clearly specified educational objectives that are consistent with its mission and 
appropriate in light of the degrees or certificates awarded; (2) Is successful in achieving 
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its stated objectives; and (3) Maintains degree and certificate requirements that at least 
conform to commonly accepted standards; (b) Requires the institution or program to 
prepare, following guidance provided by the agency, an in-depth self-study that includes 
the assessment of educational quality and the institution's or program's continuing 
efforts to improve educational quality; (c) Conducts at least one on-site review of the 
institution or program during which it obtains sufficient information to determine if the 
institution or program complies with the agency's standards; (d) Allows the institution or 
program the opportunity to respond in writing to the report of the on-site review; (e) 
Conducts its own analysis of the self-study and supporting documentation furnished by 
the institution or program, the report of the on-site review, the institution's or program's 
response to the report, and any other appropriate information from other sources to 
determine whether the institution or program complies with the agency's standards; (f) 
Provides the institution or program with a detailed written report that assesses-- (1) The 
institution's or program's compliance with the agency's standards, including areas 
needing improvement; and (2) The institution's or program's performance with respect 
to student achievement; and 9 (g) Requires institutions that offer distance education or 
correspondence education to have processes in place through which the institution 
establishes that the student who registers in a distance education or correspondence 
education course or program is the same student who participates in and completes the 
course or program and receives the academic credit. The agency meets this 
requirement if it-- (1) Requires institutions to verify the identity of a student who 
participates in class or coursework by using, at the option of the institution, methods 
such as-- (i) A secure login and pass code; (ii) Proctored examinations; and (iii) New or 
other technologies and practices that are effective in verifying student identity; and (2) 
Makes clear in writing that institutions must use processes that protect student privacy 
and notify students of any projected additional student charges associated with the 
verification of student identity at the time of registration or enrollment. (Authority: 20 
U.S.C. 1099b) 
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